
Product
Comparison Dynamics

Business Central
Oracle

Netsuite
SAP

Business One

Deployment Timing 

The following comparison is not 
designed to be all inclusive as to 
the capabilities of the systems 
included and is only presented as 
a summary of the major features 
of each system. 

Essentials $70
user/month 

$100 to include manufacturing and 
service mgmt. 

Average 4-12 weeks
(may be longer depending on 

complexity and customizations) 

Average 2-6 months 
(varies based on complexity)

Average 8-12 weeks
(varies based on complexity) 

Hosting On Prem
(Control when to apply updates) 

Cloud Only 
(no control of updates) 

On Prem or Cloud 

Office Integration Integration with Microsoft Office, 
Microsoft Outlook and LinkedIn 

Lack of integrations Yes

Global Users 140,000 customers 40,000 customers 60,000 customers 

Industries Targeted Small-Large Medium to Large Small-Medium
(requires moving to full SAP if over 

100+ users) 

Apps/Extensions Available 750+ Unknown 37 

Customizing and Extending Visibility of source code. Can 
customize as needed. 

Customization abilities and 
reporting engine are relatively 

complex. 

Integration available with Office, 
payroll services, electronic banking 

services, etc. 

Reporting Jet Reports / Power BI / Account 
Schedules / RDS 

NetSuite Report Building Crystal Reports 

Other * Access to Microsoft's Common 
Data Service, Machine Learning, AI 

* User-friendly operability and 
implementation 

* Streamlined operational processes 
to fit business’ specific needs 

without going through the 
expensive hassle of manually 

implementing lofty customizations.

*Ability to personalize screens for 
individual users or groups. 

* Very basic without add-ons. 

* Overly complex at times.
 

* Good training and use of wizards 

Enhancements Customizations fairly rare.  
Extensive enhancements available 

from AppSource to add 
functionality, change behavior, or 
provide access to online services. 

Ability to add customized features, 
but requires NetSuite or experience 

consultant to install. Complicated 
process. 

Highly customizable. Extensions 
available. 

Base of $999
month 

+ $99 /user/month

Base of $1704
month for 5 users. 

SAP requires 20 user minimum = 
$3969/month for 20 users.
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